Take these steps ahead of hurricane season to help reduce potential property damage.

**REVIEW YOUR INSURANCE POLICY**
- Know what your insurance policy covers—and what it doesn’t.
- Store your insurance agent’s contact information in your phone.

**INSPECT YOUR ROOF AND RESOLVE LEAKS**
Or have your roof inspected by a professional.
- **Roof**: Replace loose shingles and ensure they are sealed.
- **Skylights**: Install flashing around skylights to keep water from leaking into your home.
- **Chimneys**: Remove and replace the flashing, including the ice and water barrier, around your chimney to ensure no water seeps into your home.
- **Flashing**: Have leaky flashing removed and replaced.
- **Roof valleys**: Remove and replace leaking valley metal on your roof.

**SECURE SOFFITS**
Wind-driven rain can enter homes through unsecure soffits.
- Install stainless steel screws through fascia and channels so they connect the soffit material.
- Apply polyurethane sealant over screws and let dry for 72 hours.

**CLEAN GUTTERS AND CHECK DOWNSPOUTS**
- Clean any debris from your gutters.
- Extend downspouts away from the house to divert water.

**SEAL GAPS AND CRACKS**
- Use a tube of silicone caulk to seal cracks and gaps to keep water out of your home.
- Check all exterior walls and around windows, doors, electrical boxes, vents, and pipes.

**TRIM YOUR TREES**
- Have the trees around your home trimmed by an arborist. Remove branches that overhang the house and remove dead, dying, or diseased trees.

**SERVICE YOUR GARAGE DOOR**
- Have your garage door serviced at least once a year. Maintenance like tightening screws and bolts will prolong the life of your garage door and ensure it’s in proper working condition.

**SERVICE YOUR GENERATOR**
- Set a maintenance plan for your specific model by checking the owner’s manual.

**CREATE A HOME INVENTORY**
- Create a detailed list or video of your belongings and store it somewhere safely offsite.

When making renovations, consider these upgrades to make your home stronger against hurricanes.

**WHEN REROOFING, INSTALL A FORTIFIED ROOF™**
Your roof is your home’s first line of defense against the weather. Based on more than 20 years of scientific research and real-world testing by IBHS, FORTIFIED building standards strengthen homes against severe weather, reducing the risk of property damage and financial loss.
- Learn more at fortifiedhome.org/roof.
**REPLACE YOUR GARAGE DOOR WITH A WIND-RATED DOOR**

Your garage door is likely the most vulnerable part of your home to wind damage because it is typically the largest opening in a home. When a standard garage door buckles from the pressure of the wind, the roof is likely to be damaged.

- Replace your garage door with one that is rated to withstand high winds.

**UPGRADE TO IMPACT-RESISTANT SKYLIGHT**

- Replace existing skylights with impact-resistant versions to reduce the likelihood of damage.

**UPGRADE TO IMPACT-RATED WINDOWS**

- Replace your windows with windows labeled as impact-resistant to better withstand high winds with flying debris.

**PURCHASE HURRICANE SHUTTERS**

- Plan ahead and purchase hurricane shutters (code-conforming aluminum paneling) to cover your windows if a hurricane nears.

**GET A WHOLE-HOME GENERATOR**

A generator will keep you prepared for a power outage year-round.

- Purchase a whole-home generator to keep your power on, regardless of the weather.

**LAST-MINUTE PREP**

When a hurricane threatens, follow these last-minute steps to reduce damage to your home.

**GET RELIABLE WEATHER INFORMATION AND ALERTS**

Stay alert to help you stay safe.

- Find a reliable source for hurricane updates. Pay attention to hurricane forecasts from the National Hurricane Center (NHC). Follow the NHC on Facebook or Twitter and tune in to local news often for evacuation orders.
- Enable wireless emergency alerts on your cell phone. Be sure location information is enabled on your phone. Learn more from the National Weather Service (NWS).
- Buy a battery-powered radio and new batteries. Local radio stations are a powerful source of information during and after a hurricane when power may be out.

**TIDY UP OUTDOORS**

Items on the lawn or patio could become flying debris and damage your home.

- Secure weak or loose fencing and mailboxes; anchor heavy objects deep into the ground; and make a storage plan for loose objects.
- Bring items like bikes, benches, and plant pots into a garage or storage building.
- Put pool furniture inside or into the pool so it won’t be blown away.

**PUT UP SHUTTERS ON ALL WINDOWS**

- Get shutters in place ahead of the storm.

**CLOSE YOUR GARAGE DOOR AND ALL INTERIOR DOORS**

- If a window is broken by flying debris or a door has blown open, your house will rapidly fill with air putting pressure on the roof.

Rigorous scientific wind testing on a 1,400-square-foot home at the IBHS Research Center revealed that closing interior doors helps compartmentalize the pressure inside a home into smaller areas, reducing the force on the roof by as much as 30%. That gives the roof a better chance of staying intact.

- Close exterior doors and windows.
- Close your garage door all the way.
- Close all interior doors.

**ADD IMPORTANT CONTACTS TO YOUR PHONE AND TELL OTHERS YOUR PLAN**

Know who to call after severe weather.

- Store your insurance agent’s contact information in your phone.
- Let loved ones know where you plan to go.
If your home was recently damaged by a hurricane, learn what to do next.

**PROTECT YOURSELF**
- Safety first. Always be careful when entering a damaged building.
- If there is serious structural damage, contact local officials before entering your home.
- Report downed power lines or gas leaks.
- Keep electricity turned off if your home has been flooded.

**CLEAN UP SAFELY**
- Use the correct personal protective equipment, including eye protection, boots, and gloves, when clearing debris.
- Do not wade through standing water.
- Avoid downed power lines and assume they are live.
- Use generators safely.

**PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY**
Even minor damage to shingles can lead to water entering your home. You may be able to prevent further damage.

- Check your ceiling and attic for evidence of water or standing water.

**REPORT LOSSES AS SOON AS POSSIBLE**
- Contact your insurance agent or insurer as soon as you can. Provide a general description of the damage and have your policy number handy if possible.
- Once an adjuster is assigned, write down the adjuster’s name, phone number and work schedule.

**DOCUMENT DAMAGE**
- Document or keep damaged items.
- Be sure to enable geotagging (turn on location services) when taking photographs or video, which may help ease your claims process because it verifies the location of your items.

**KEEP RECEIPTS**
- If you need to relocate, keep records and receipts for all additional expenses. Most insurance policies cover emergency living arrangements.

**RETURN CLAIM FORMS**
- After your insurance company has been notified of your claim, they must send you the necessary claim forms within a certain number of days (time period varies by state).
- Fill out and return the forms as soon as possible. If you do not understand the process, be sure to ask questions and write down the explanation.

**BUILD BACK STRONGER**
- If you’ve very recently experienced a storm and you’re ready to rebuild, find specific information for the FORTIFIED construction method to make your home stronger and better able to withstand the next storm. Visit [fortifiedhome.org/recovery](http://fortifiedhome.org/recovery).

Real-world example of a FORTIFIED home after Hurricane Sally with no damage, while neighbors have roof and water intrusion damage.

Feel free to share this guide with friends and family to help reduce our risk from hurricanes!
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